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Mutations are extremely useful for producing crops with better yield and improved quantitative traits.
But it has often been seen that the type of mutation varies with the plant and also the variety used. In
some plants, Gamma ray exposure was more beneficial while in some other plants EMS showed a

better response. Altematively in some other cases the combined treatment of mutagens was found to
be more effective. In case of Nigella sativaL. vu Azad. the combined treafnent of Gamma rays and
EMS was more genotoxic than their individual treatrnents. So, it can be envisaged to bring about
phenotypic variations also which might be beneficial for the plant.
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Introduction
Mutations can be beneficially utilized for tailoring better
varieties ofcrop plants. But in general, ionizing radiations
and chemical mutagens like Ethyl methane sulphonate
(EMS) affect a wide range of chromosomal alterations
resulting into abnormal behaviour during meiosis, leading
to various degree of sterility. Further the cytological
abnormalities during meiosis have also been regarded as

one ofthe dependable parameters for estimating mutagenic

sensitivity of a species. Various workers have compared
the mutagenic efficiencies of different plants. Their results
seem to be entirely specific for particular species and even
varieties. While many workers like Rao and Siddiqt, Rao

and Rao2, Kumar and Dubey3, Dhamyanthi and Redd/
found chemical mutagens to be more effective than
physical ones, many others like Siddiqs, Tarar and
Dhyansagat', Zeeruk7 found the reverse to be the case. It
has also been seen that treatments with certain chemical

substances just after irradiation may prove to be more
potent than the individual mutagenss. Since I 952, several
chemical agents have been found to be able to protect
plants as well as animals against radiation induced
chromosomal damage. So, the present study has been
undertaken on Nigella sativa L. to assess the effect of
individual and combined treatments of Gamma rays and

EMS.
Material and Methods
Seeds of/ftgella sativaL. (varAzad) obtained from C.S.A
University ofAgriculture & Technology, Kanpur. These

seeds were inadiated with 50, 100, 150, 200,250 &300
Gy doses of gammarays atNBRI, Lucknow.Asecond set

of seeds were soaked in 0.5 % EMS for three different
durations (3h, 5h & 7h). For the combination treatnent
gamma irradiated seeds of all the doses (50 Gy-300 Gy)
were treated with 0.5 % EMS for 5 hr duration. After each
treatnent, the seeds were thoroughly washed with running
tap water for half an hour and sown in experimental pots
along with suitable control. For the meiotic studies, floral
buds of appropriate size were fxed in Carnoy's fixative
for 24 h and then transferred n 7 0 o/o alcohol. The pollen
mother cells were analysed to score the chromosomal
anomalies at different stages of meiosis at each treatnent
dose.

Observations
Meiosis was normal in the control plants, which showed
regular formation of 6 bivalents at Metaphase I (Fig.l)
followed by equal separation at Anaphase I (Fig.2).
However, various chromosomal abnormalities like
stickiness, multivalent formation (Fig.3), precocious
movement (Figs.5&9), bridge (Fig.6), unorientation
(Fig.9), secondary association (Fig.4), laggard @ig.7) and

unequal sepmation (Fig.8) were recorded inthe individual
as well as combined treahnent sets of gamma rays and
EMS. Although, the spectrum of abnormalities was more
or less the same for all the treaEnent sets, there was a
considerable difference in the frequency of specific
anomalies.

In the gamma ruy treated set, all the major
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Figs.l-9. I -6 bivalents at Metaphase I;2 - 6 :6 separations atAnaphase I; 3 - Multivalent at Metaphase I; 4 - Secondary

association at Metaphase I; 5- irecocious movement at Metaphase I; 6 - Bridge atAnaphase I;7 -LaggardatAnaphase

I; 8 - Unequal separation at Anaphase I.
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Table 1. Meiotic abnormalities induced by Gamma raystnNigella sativaL.

Abbreviations: PMCs-Pollen mother cells, Mv-Multivalent formation, St-Stickiness, Pm-Precocious movemen! Un-
unorientation, Uni-Univalents, Sec- Secondary association, Br-Bridge, Lg-Laggard, Us-Unequal separation, Dis-
Disturbed polarity

Table 2. Meiotic abnormalities induced by 0.5 %ElNf.S nNigella sativaL.

Abbreviations: PMCs-Pollen mother cells, Mv-Multivalent formation, St-Stickiness, Pm-Precocious movement, Un-
unorientation, Sec-Secondary association, Br-Bridge, Lg-Lag}ard, Us-Unequal separation, Dis-Disturbed polarity
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abnormalities displayed an increasing trend along with the

increasing doses oftreatment (Table 1). Atthe lowest dose

r.e. 50 Gythe Total abnormality percentage (T.Ab %) was

3.58 % whereas at the highest dose of 300 Gy the T. Ab%
*as found to b e 24.59 %. The most dominant abnormality
wlas multivalent(4.4S %) followedby laggards (3.72%).
Univalents, which were not found at lower doses, were

evident at higher doses (150-300 Gy). Pollen fertilitywas

found to decrease from 98.4 % in controltoT5.9o/oat300
Gy dose.

In the EMS treatment (Table 2), the Total
percentage of abnormal cells at 3 hr dose was 7.12 Yo

while at 7 hr dose it was 14.19 %. Stickiness Q.l3 % at
metaphase and2.l4%oatanaphase) was the most dominant
abnormality followed by bridge (3.76 %). Pollen fertility
was foundto vary from 98.8 % inconffolto 88.5% in 7 hr

Treatment Tt. No.

rf PMCs

scored

Metaphase Anaphase T.Ab
(n

Pollen

fertility

(Y,)Mv St Pm Un Uni Sec Br Lg St Us Dis

Control

50 Gy

100 Gy

150 Gy

200 Gy

250 Gy

300 Gy

396

348

342

312

352

386

248

1.83

2.48

3.12

3.62

3.98

4.45

0.28

0,42

0.96

l.t2

1,42

0.18

0.56

0.87

1.23

1.72

2.26

0.23

0.64

0.89

1.34

0.20

0.36

0.71

0.38

0.67

0.72

0.92

1.09

0.48

1.23

1.74

2.r8 
.

2.75

t.t2

1.87

2.2t

2.79

3.12

3.72

0.24

0.68

0.94

1.38

0.36

0.78

1.38

1.93

0.45

0.78

2.41

2.85

3.26

3.54

3.58

6.83

fi.76

16.2t

19.87

24.s9

98.4

95.8

92.6

88.7

83.5

79.2

75.9

Treatment Tt. No.

rf PMCs

scored

Metaphase Anaphase T.Ab

@
Pollen

fertility

(v,\Mv SI Pm Un Sec Br Lg st Us Dis

Control

3hr

5hr

7ht

382

34s

412

321

0.64

0.83

0.98

1.49

1.86

2.t3

0.49

0.67

0.86

0.48

0.65

0,82

0.25

0.4

0.69

1.32

2.13

3.76

0.79

0.n

t.t2

0.60

1.23

2.14

0.23

0.49

0.86

0.98

t.20

7.12

9.94

t4.19

98.8

97.6

N,2

88.5
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Table 3. Meiotic anomalies induced by combined treaunent of Gamma rays and EMS inlfrgella sativaL.

Abbreviations: PMCs-Pollen mother cells, Mv-Multivalent formation, St-Stickiness, Pm-Precocious movement, Un-
unorientation, Uni-Univalents, Sec- Secondary association,'Br-Bridge, Lg-Laggard, Us-Unequal separation, Dis-
Disnrbed polarity

dose.

In the combined treatment of gamma rays and

EMS (Table 3), the T.Ab o/o was found to increase from
3.50% at 50 Gy + 0.5 % EMS dose to 31.82% ar 300 Gy
+ 0.5 % EMS dose. In this case stickiness was also
predominant (4.35 Yo at metaphase and 4.17 Yo at
anaphase) followed by precocious movement (5.27 %).
Pollen fertility decreased from 97.6 % in control to
60.9 o/o at 300 Gy + 0.5 %o EMS dose. In all the three

treatment sets i.e. Gamma rays, EMS and their
combination, the combination treatment registered a

maximum abnormality of 3 I .82 % at 3 00 Gy+ 0.5 % EMS
dose followed by 24.59 %o abnormality at 300 Gy Gamma
rays and 14.19 o/o abnormality at 7 hr dose ofEMS. Pollen
fertilitywas also affectedmuch in case of300 Gy+ 0.5 %
EMS dose (60 .9 o/o) as compared to 7 5 .9 % and 88.5 % in
case of 300 Gy Gamma rays and 7 hr EMS dose,
respectively. This indicates that the combination freatment
is the most genotoxic. In both, the combination treatrnent
as well as EMS, stickiness was the predominant
abnormality while in the Gamma rays treated set
multivalent was predominantly observed. Univalents were

observed only at higher doses of gamma rays r.e. 150 -
300 Gy.

Discussion
As a result of individual and combined mutigenic

treatment of seeds with gammarays and EMS, the plants

showed varying degree ofmeiotic irregularities. Rao and
Laxmie attributed univalent formation to the partial and
complete lack of homologous chromosomal pairing.
Multivalent formations have been reported in various
plants like barleyro, tomatorr etc. According to Katiyarr2,
alteration in the chromosome associations comprising of
uni, tri, tetra and multivalents were possibly the outcome
of non-or irregular pairing of chromosomes due to
translocations.

Precocious movement and unorientation of
chromosomes at metaphase I seem to be a manifestation
of improper functioning of the spindle. Secondary
association of chromosomes in any diploid species has

been interpreted as a result of modified chromosome
arrangement due to duplication, interchanges or
stickinessr3'ra. Stickiness of chromosomes was the most
common abnormality observed in case of EMS and
combined treatments. Jayabalan and Raor5 reported
stickiness due to disturbances in the cytochemically-
balanced reactions. Gauldenr6 attributes chemically
induced stickiness to direct action of mutagen on the
histone proteins leading to improper folding of DNA.
Saylor and SmithrT suggested that the formation ofbridges
can be due to the failure of chiasmata in a bivalent to
terminalize and the chromosomes get stretched between

Treatment Tt, No.

of PMCs

scored

Metaphase Anaphase T. Ab

(vt
Pollen

fertility

(Yo)Mv St Pm Un Sec Br Lg St Us Dis

Control

50 Gy +0,5 ToEMS

100 Gy +0.57oEMS

150 Gy +0.57oEMS

200 Gy +0.57oEMS

250 Gy +0.57oEMS

300 Gy +0.57oEMS

386

540

372

326

412

470

386

0.24

0.4

0.86

1.37

2.68

2.84

0.63

0.94

1.78

2.31

3.12

4.35

0.89

l.s6

2.63

3.r8

4.23

5,27

0.32

0.86

1.44

1.88

2.42

0.42

0.87

1,24

r,83

0.46

0.98

1.23

1.78

2.19

0.49

oi.tz

1.34

l:92

2.21

3.22

0.74

t.l4

2.r8

2.89

3,26

4.17

0.31

0.68

t.20

t.7t

0.58

0.82

1.58

1.98

2.74

3.82

3.50

5.56

11.36

17.87

27.02

3t.82

97.6

n.3

88.7

80.2

73,5

68.4

60.9
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poles. According to Sinha and Godwardrs, the presence

of bridges with or without fragments both at anaphase I
and II could be interpreted as due to the paracentric 6.
inversions.

Laggards at anaphase can be athibuted to the
delayed terminalization or perhaps to stickiness of
chromosome ends. Unorientation of chromosomes at 7.
metaphase I sometimes lead to unequal separation at
anaphase Ite. Pollen sterility was higher in combination
treatrnents thanthe single mutagenic featrnent. Chary and 8.
Bhallam also reported an increase in pollen sterility with
an increase in mutagenic treatment.

Asmoreandmoreabnormalitiesaccumulatethe 9.
process of gamete formation is affected and it leads to
non-viable gametes that considerably reduce the plant
fertility as well as the yield. Our investigation clearly 10.

reveals that as far as chromosome associated genetic
changes are concerned, combined treatment was more
effective than the individual ones. The production of I l.
cytological variations in Nigella sativo L. due to the
combined treafinent may be considered as indicators to
their corresponding mutagenic efficiency at the first 12.
instance that may lead to production of greater phenotypic

variations, although not necessaxily in terms of viable 13.

mutations.
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